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Stories of fictitious facts…
This story is not a real one; it is completely fictional. It relates to the reality that we experience or we construct. This story concerns our life or our
life is part of the story. This story relies heavily on the actual presence of
my visual work in my presentation. This story begins with spirits coming
out of the air.
Spirits are constantly around us all the time. We cannot see them. Many
people wish to see them but they cannot see them without instruction
from spiritually empowered people or shamans.
Shamans capture the spirits and store them in their bodies as a source of
their power. They absorb the spirits. They concentrate the spirits in their
bodies until their bodies cannot hold them. When they reach their limits,
they release the spirits through their unique rituals, dances and gestures.
These rituals are peculiar, very powerful and seductive. The spirits yell
aggressively and move intensely. They are what some old wise people
called “the spirits of the air”…
The shamans understand the form and the structure of the spirits and
translate the spirits into voices and into other forms, like gesture and picture. These forms are medium that the spirits communicate to regular
people. But, most people believe that the representations alone indicate
the presence of the spirits. For example, shamans draw arrows over fish
as a metaphor to catch the fish. Some other shamans draw a Sun on the
ground to transfer the power of the sun to themselves. Some shamans
invent new alphabets from such signs and marks. They also set the structure and the use of these languages that are ruled by a “grammar.” Most
people didn’t understand this at all because they believe that the representation and its power rule over them. Power of ruling, power of command,
power of spelling…

On one level, spelling refers to the correct order of letters to make words.
On an another level, it is also implicitly associated with “magical power.”
This may be the reason that language can be a controlling mechanism.
It is said that human beings are the extended relatives of monkeys. But
how do we measure the evolution of mankind? Based on form? Or Time?
There are some creatures on the earth that have barely evolved over 200
million years or so. The alligator is the good example to question the theory of evolution. They are stubborn and “counter-evolutionary.” They are
called “living fossils,” because they barely evolved. Yes, they are alive
but they are fossils, living fossils; they are old stones, so to say. The question is why did they not evolve? According to paleontologists, they might
have evolved but we didn’t notice it at all. On the contrary, the evolution
of mankind might be illusionary. It may be true that alligators were not
able to capture spirits. Perhaps, they did formulate them in a completely
different way from our own.
Alligator never knew the shape of the continent or even their own environment. They may not know their own appearances. But still, they were
born on a particular continent and they belong on the land, not in the air.
While the continent transformed its shape, they failed to adjust their own
bodies to the environment. But they did become smaller and short-lived,
devolution... Such a sad story, isn’t it? Or who cares!
Shamans who lived on this continent found the way to enter a secret society. But to be honest, how can we know if there ever was a secret society
if it was secret!!! Somebody must have spilled the beans! If something is
a secret and somebody gets to know the secret, that somebody could be
cheating or lying. Cheaters always know truth of their own actions. Or,
they may not know how to keep a secret.

Shamans know how to control the flow of information. For shamans, the
secret societies are considered the highest spiritual societies. They practice dances and chants to enter this secret society by communicating with
“something”, perhaps spirits. I wish I know how to spell “something.”

bobcats and cougars protecting their territory and occasionally there were
hunters targeting them. So, they needed to engage in territorial warfare
between themselves and the natives to secure the territory.
Tora, Tora, Tora!!! to the Pearl….

There is a place referred in Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift called
“JAPAN.” I don’t know if this refers to the same Japan that we normally
know. According to Swift, this island exists in the unknown territory on
the map that Gulliver navigated. The incredible ability of Gulliver was
that he and his crew knew how to read sun, stars, winds, waves, crowds,
codes, signals, signs and instructions.

AL-TAH-JE-JAY, AL-TAH-JE-JAY, AL-TAH-JE-JAY!!! to the Sulfite…

Interesting things happened in the past. One thing is “relocation” of people and the other is “relocation” of monkeys who share an ancestral land,
Japan, even though they were not sure who came first. Were people first?
Or Monkeys first? That’s why other people make an association between
the two by calling both of them “Japanese” to clarify their origins.

The question is posed, “so, who really owns the land?” or “is it really possible to own the land?” There are so many places that human beings have
never reached or explored. Moreover, the earth is constantly transforming its shape!!! So, how come you can own a land that is changing all the
time! Some areas expand and others contract. People who own the land
have always risked losing it. As for the concept of ownership, I guess this
must be magic, black magic, white magic, etc. Again, I believe there must
be the spirits in charge and they give us trouble. Some people understand
the power of words and they invented the power of “the contract” and
mystified the whole notion of “ownership.”

The other day, I learned that somebody distributed a paper that stated:
“Instruction to All Persons of Japanese Ancestry.” According to this instruction, people of “this land of the free” who happened to have Japanese ancestry had to be interned in a concentration camp. So, they didn’t
enjoy the promised freedom for the period that they were interned. Or, the
promised freedom was interrupted and suddenly became illusional.
On the other hand, approximately 100 Japanese monkeys also known as
“Snow Monkeys” were brought to the middle of hot, dry and flat Texas.
They were about to be killed in their homeland but they were rescued
and adopted by people of Texas. They were lucky to survive and gain
their freedom to enjoy their lives and the land! Liberation!!! The promised freedom!!!!! But it wasn’t really easy for them, because there were

Speaking of “ownership,” when you walk around your neighborhood you
sometimes find street signs saying “WE BUY HOUSES, CA$H TODAY,
FORECLOSURE, DIVORCE.” So, this sign is asking somebody to sell
their houses. This company must be looking for any houses. Seriously, I
know where there is a beautiful and authentic looking house called the
“White House.” It seems that no one has ever tried to buy the house yet.
Has anybody tried to buy the house? Maybe, it is available. The White
House must be made out of concrete or brick or something very strong.
It is strong enough to protect you from bullets and, maybe, bombs. But,
how much is the “White House” really worth? Can we foreclose on the
house? Or is it better not to buy it? I guess no one really cares or this may
not sound logical to anyone at all. Yeah, let’s dismiss this…

A similar story is about people crossing the border and working here. I
heard that there is a factory manufacturing American flags in this country.
But this company hires people from the other side of the border. They sew
flags that are sold to people here. So, the flag that you purchased 8 years
ago and the one that flies over your entrance for a national holiday might
have been made by one of the illegal workers. This sounds true...yeah…
but can be a lie!!!
This raises a question about what is really logical and authentic in your
life, or what is really true? Logic works because of the logic of rules or
the rules of logic, no? Rhetoric rules the world, although you don’t have
to follow the rules of rhetoric. But, you understand it as the inescapable
magic of rhetoric.
We are all familiar with the fact that the whale resembles a fish, but whales
are mammals. They relate to us, because of their biological structure.
They have eyes, mouth, lungs, heart and so on. But somebody misunderstood one of its physical traits. You might have heard of this… “Beard of
whale.” Yes, like the hairy one that people have. So, it’s not too ridiculous
to believe that whales relate to humans based on this observation. But, the
beard of whale actually refers to whale’s “teeth.” You might not believe it
because it really looks like a beard but biologically it is teeth!!! Association is the way to connect what something is and what something looks
like for human beings to understand the world. It is difficult to avoid this
kind of mistake between appearance and actuality. Mankind invented
the way to explain, “what it is” with letters, symbols and whatever. I still
think a whale looks more like a fish than like a human being or a monkey.
Association of forms and association of colors are actually matters to
direct people’s interpretation and understanding about things. There is a
word called “albino.” That word refers to lack of color pigments. Most

likely, most people think “albino” refers to white. But thinking about this
color and theory of the color prism, white is not really white. White pigment
absorbs all the other colors, and it bounces white light back to eyes. That is
why it looks white, and black is not black because black pigment absorbs all
the other colors, and it bounces black light to eyes. That is why we see the
colors, though if we see things in complete darkness color doesn’t matter.
The color we see is not there, but in fact it is in your eyes. All colors reflect
into your eyes to see, to understand, and to believe... This is how the spirit of
light, color of illusion, and light of the spirits, works.
By the way, referring to colors and forms, flags symbolize a lot about representations of a particular people. Each color is supposed to represent the idealized characteristics of the people as a whole, people who belong to a certain
country. A country is a political system and a territory with a boundary. It is
a combination of physical boundaries, structure of laws and rhetorically constructed stories, or truths. The idea of country symbolizes separation, independence or isolation from others. Separation is important to independence.
Independence is important to originality. Isolation, however, is not a good
practice, because it can lead to self-righteousness and close-mindedness.
Most people don’t like the idea of walls and borders. But, territory actually
changes because of ownership or conquest. That is why the landlords and the
government are always sensitive about redrawing the boarders.
As for a story about association and assumption, I have a small stone from
the West Texas. This stone’s shape is like an irregular triangle. It has strong
edges. It seems that this stone can function as a knife for domestic use. But I
have no idea if this was really made to be a knife or if this happened to be this
shape. The shape made me assume the presence of a creator, even though I
don’t know if the creator of this “artifact” was the creator… The question is:
if this stone is independent or does this stone belong to the creator? Accord-

ing to the “written” history of the area where I picked up this stone, the
area used to belong to the Mogollon people in the earlier time. They were
the people who inhabited this continent at the same time as the Anasazi
people (“Anasazi” actually is a Navajo word means “enemy ancestors” or
“ancient people who are not us”). The area used to be associated with the
Mogollon, then with Spaniard, then with Mexicans, then with Texans and
now with the Americans. But this unidentified stone doesn’t necessarily
belong to the land anymore, since it has been separated from the earth.
The stone itself is an individual entity, like a baby born out of its parent.
If somebody asked where the stone came from? It came from a land went
through all of the territorial changes. The stone itself carries the idea of
land and the reflective idea of ownership. Does this stone belong to the
territory itself or does it belong to history? However, I have it with me
now. I posses this fragment of American territory! If you want to buy it,
I can sell it to you…!
There are so many stories from everyday life that we often take for granted as true. How can we distinguish the presence of individual in actual
life and the presence of individual through a fiction? Some people still
believe that some shamans from this land retreated deep into the mountains and deserts. Most people cannot find them or cannot meet them easily. One of the familiar stories narrates the incredible individual named
Geronimo. Who has ever really seen Geronimo? The real Geronimo!!!
I know his presence only through stories accompanied with a picture of
Geronimo and his description. But how can we know if this is the actual
Geronimo? Or, it might be true that the guy is Geronimo but there is also
a possibility that there were so many other Geronimos, like so many John
Smiths. I can worship the spirit of Geronimo, like I do the spirits of my
old ancestors who I have never seen but who I can connect with only
through stories. I worship the spirits but not the picture. As long as I can

connect myself with the spirits, it doesn’t matter if the image is fake or
not, because the image is just a representation, reminder, or just completely different from the original, even if it is an original fake…
My grandmother told a story about a camera. She believed that a camera
captures spirit of person, because the camera transfers the spirits of the
person on a film as a negative of one’s presence. Many old people were
afraid of being captured by the camera.
Only one thing that I can tell is that the actual spirits exist somewhere between rainbow and ghost. People like to find out where rainbow begins.
People try to get “there.” But by the time they get there, the rainbow has
already moved ahead. We can never reach rainbow. But in the meantime,
a ghost is following us. We don’t see it, because it usually appears during night, but we all know that a ghost is always behind us. We know it
is “there.” So, that’s why we keep walking… walking… and walking…
to catch up the rainbow and to escape from a ghost. It is matter of time,
either catch the rainbow or be caught by the ghost, if we can see…

Anyway…
This is just a story…
But also a metaphor of life…
Oh, yes, this is just a narrative…
A fictitious story that we experience everyday…

to the secret society…..
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